Amazon Web Services (AWS) Security Workshop - Pre-read material
It is highly recommended to go through the pre-read before attending the AWS Security workshop.
Shared Responsibility Model
Security and Compliance is a shared responsibility between AWS and the customer. This shared
model can help relieve the customer’s operational burden as AWS operates, manages and controls
the components from the host operating system and virtualization layer down to the physical security
of the facilities in which the service operates. The customer assumes responsibility and management
of the guest operating system (including updates and security patches), other associated application
software as well as the configuration of the AWS provided security group firewall. Customers should
carefully consider the services they choose as their responsibilities vary depending on the services
used, the integration of those services into their IT environment, and applicable laws and regulations.
The nature of this shared responsibility also provides the flexibility and customer control that permits
the deployment. As shown in the chart below, this differentiation of responsibility is commonly
referred to as Security “of” the Cloud versus Security “in” the Cloud.
AWS responsibility “Security of the Cloud” - AWS is responsible for protecting the infrastructure that
runs all of the services offered in the AWS Cloud. This infrastructure is composed of the hardware,
software, networking, and facilities that run AWS Cloud services.
Customer responsibility “Security in the Cloud” – Customer responsibility will be determined by the
AWS Cloud services that a customer selects. This determines the amount of configuration work the
customer must perform as part of their security responsibilities. For example, a service such as
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is categorized as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
and, as such, requires the customer to perform all of the necessary security configuration and
management tasks. Customers that deploy an Amazon EC2 instance are responsible for
management of the guest operating system (including updates and security patches), any application
software or utilities installed by the customer on the instances, and the configuration of the AWSprovided firewall (called a security group) on each instance. For abstracted services, such as Amazon
S3 and Amazon DynamoDB, AWS operates the infrastructure layer, the operating system, and
platforms, and customers access the endpoints to store and retrieve data. Customers are responsible
for managing their data (including encryption options), classifying their assets, and using IAM tools to
apply the appropriate permissions.

This customer/AWS shared responsibility model also extends to IT controls. Just as the responsibility
to operate the IT environment is shared between AWS and its customers, so is the management,
operation and verification of IT controls shared. AWS can help relieve customer burden of operating
controls by managing those controls associated with the physical infrastructure deployed in the AWS
environment that may previously have been managed by the customer. As every customer is deployed
differently in AWS, customers can take advantage of shifting management of certain IT controls to
AWS which results in a (new) distributed control environment. Customers can then use the AWS
control and compliance documentation available to them to perform their control evaluation and
verification procedures as required. Below are examples of controls that are managed by AWS, AWS
Customers and/or both.
Inherited Controls – Controls which a customer fully inherits from AWS.
•

Physical and Environmental controls

Shared Controls – Controls which apply to both the infrastructure layer and customer layers, but in
completely separate contexts or perspectives. In a shared control, AWS provides the requirements for
the infrastructure and the customer must provide their own control implementation within their use of
AWS services. Examples include:
•

Patch Management – AWS is responsible for patching and fixing flaws within the
infrastructure, but customers are responsible for patching their guest OS and applications.

•

Configuration Management – AWS maintains the configuration of its infrastructure devices,
but a customer is responsible for configuring their own guest operating systems, databases,
and applications.

•

Awareness & Training - AWS trains AWS employees, but a customer must train their own
employees.

Customer Specific – Controls which are solely the responsibility of the customer based on the
application they are deploying within AWS services. Examples include:
•

Service and Communications Protection or Zone Security which may require a customer to
route or zone data within specific security environments.

AWS Cloud Security Summary:

Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/_2HFqANE4gw
Security, Identity, and Compliance on AWS

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS Cloud Security. (optional for pre-read)
In this workshop, we will be covering the most important pillars of cloud security:
•
•
•
•

Identity and Access Management
Detective controls
Infrastructure and Data Protection
Incident response

Identity & access management
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables you to manage access to AWS services and
resources securely. Using IAM, you can create and manage AWS users and groups, and use
permissions to allow and deny their access to AWS resources.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/Ul6FW4UANGc
How it works
AWS IAM allows you to:
•

Manage IAM users and their access – You can create users in IAM, assign them individual
security credentials (in other words, access keys, passwords, and multi-factor
authentication devices), or request temporary security credentials to provide users access to
AWS services and resources. You can manage permissions in order to control which
operations a user can perform.

•

Manage IAM roles and their permissions – You can create roles in IAM and manage
permissions to control which operations can be performed by the entity, or AWS service, that
assumes the role. You can also define which entity is allowed to assume the role. In addition,
you can use service-linked roles to delegate permissions to AWS services that create and
manage AWS resources on your behalf.

•

Manage federated users and their permissions – You can enable identity federation to allow
existing identities (users, groups, and roles) in your enterprise to access the AWS
Management Console, call AWS APIs, and access resources, without the need to create an
IAM user for each identity. Use any identity management solution that supports SAML 2.0, or
use one of our federation samples (AWS Console SSO or API federation).

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS IAM. (optional for pre-read)
AWS Organizations
AWS Organizations helps you centrally manage and govern your environment as you grow and scale
your AWS resources. Using AWS Organizations, you can programmatically create new AWS accounts
and allocate resources, group accounts to organize your workflows, apply policies to accounts or
groups for governance, and simplify billing by using a single payment method for all of your accounts.
In addition, AWS Organizations is integrated with other AWS services so you can define central
configurations, security mechanisms, audit requirements, and resource sharing across accounts in
your organization.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/T4NK8fv8YdI

How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS Organizations. (optional for pre-read)
Detective Controls
AWS CloudTrail
AWS CloudTrail is a service that enables governance, compliance, operational auditing, and risk
auditing of your AWS account. With CloudTrail, you can log, continuously monitor, and retain account
activity related to actions across your AWS infrastructure. CloudTrail provides event history of your
AWS account activity, including actions taken through the AWS Management Console, AWS SDKs,
command line tools, and other AWS services. This event history simplifies security analysis, resource
change tracking, and troubleshooting. In addition, you can use CloudTrail to detect unusual activity in
your AWS accounts. These capabilities help simplify operational analysis and troubleshooting.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/mXQSnbc9jMs
How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS CloudTrail. (optional for pre-read)
VPC Flow Logs
VPC Flow Logs is a feature that enables you to capture information about the IP traffic going to and
from network interfaces in your VPC. Flow log data can be published to Amazon CloudWatch Logs or
Amazon S3. After you've created a flow log, you can retrieve and view its data in the chosen
destination.
Flow logs can help you with a number of tasks, such as:
•

Diagnosing overly restrictive security group rules

•

Monitoring the traffic that is reaching your instance

•

Determining the direction of the traffic to and from the network interfaces

You can create a flow log for a VPC, a subnet, or a network interface. If you create a flow log for a
subnet or VPC, each network interface in that subnet or VPC is monitored. Flow log data for a
monitored network interface is recorded as flow log records, which are log events consisting of fields
that describe the traffic flow.
To create a flow log, you specify:
•

The resource for which to create the flow log

•

The type of traffic to capture (accepted traffic, rejected traffic, or all traffic)

•

The destinations to which you want to publish the flow log data

Follow this page for more documentation about VPC Flow Logs. (optional for pre-read)
AWS CloudWatch
Amazon CloudWatch is a monitoring and observability service built for DevOps engineers, developers,
site reliability engineers (SREs), and IT managers. CloudWatch provides you with data and actionable
insights to monitor your applications, respond to system-wide performance changes, optimize
resource utilization, and get a unified view of operational health. CloudWatch collects monitoring and
operational data in the form of logs, metrics, and events, providing you with a unified view of AWS
resources, applications, and services that run on AWS and on-premises servers. You can use
CloudWatch to detect anomalous behavior in your environments, set alarms, visualize logs and
metrics side by side, take automated actions, troubleshoot issues, and discover insights to keep your
applications running smoothly.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/a4dhoTQCyRA
How it works
CloudWatch collects monitoring and operational data in the form of logs, metrics, and events, and
visualizes it using automated dashboards so you can get a unified view of your AWS resources,
applications, and services that run in AWS and on-premises. You can correlate your metrics and logs
to better understand the health and performance of your resources. You can also create alarms based
on metric value thresholds you specify, or that can watch for anomalous metric behavior based on
machine learning algorithms. To take action quickly, you can set up automated actions to notify you if
an alarm is triggered and automatically start auto scaling, for example, to help reduce mean-time-toresolution. You can also dive deep and analyze your metrics, logs, and traces, to better understand
how to improve application performance.

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS CloudWatch. (optional for pre-read)

AWS Config
AWS Config is a service that enables you to assess, audit, and evaluate the configurations of your
AWS resources. Config continuously monitors and records your AWS resource configurations and
allows you to automate the evaluation of recorded configurations against desired configurations.
With Config, you can review changes in configurations and relationships between AWS resources,
dive into detailed resource configuration histories, and determine your overall compliance against the
configurations specified in your internal guidelines. This enables you to simplify compliance auditing,
security analysis, change management, and operational troubleshooting.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/MJDuAvNEv64
How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS Config. (optional for pre-read)
Amazon GuardDuty
Amazon GuardDuty is a threat detection service that continuously monitors for malicious activity and
unauthorized behavior to protect your AWS accounts, workloads, and data stored in Amazon S3. With
the cloud, the collection and aggregation of account and network activities is simplified, but it can be
time consuming for security teams to continuously analyze event log data for potential threats. With
GuardDuty, you now have an intelligent and cost-effective option for continuous threat detection in
AWS. The service uses machine learning, anomaly detection, and integrated threat intelligence to
identify and prioritize potential threats. GuardDuty analyzes tens of billions of events across multiple
AWS data sources, such as AWS CloudTrail event logs, Amazon VPC Flow Logs, and DNS logs. With a
few clicks in the AWS Management Console, GuardDuty can be enabled with no software or hardware
to deploy or maintain. By integrating with Amazon CloudWatch Events, GuardDuty alerts are
actionable, easy to aggregate across multiple accounts, and straightforward to push into existing
event management and workflow systems.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/ocZjGirQT9A

How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about Amazon GuardDuty. (optional for pre-read)
AWS Security Hub
AWS Security Hub gives you a comprehensive view of your security alerts and security posture across
your AWS accounts. There are a range of powerful security tools at your disposal, from firewalls and
endpoint protection to vulnerability and compliance scanners. But oftentimes this leaves your team
switching back-and-forth between these tools to deal with hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of
security alerts every day. With Security Hub, you now have a single place that aggregates, organizes,
and prioritizes your security alerts, or findings, from multiple AWS services, such as Amazon
GuardDuty, Amazon Inspector, Amazon Macie, AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) Access
Analyzer, and AWS Firewall Manager, as well as from AWS Partner solutions. AWS Security Hub
continuously monitors your environment using automated security checks based on the AWS best
practices and industry standards that your organization follows. You can also take action on these
security findings by investigating them in Amazon Detective or by using Amazon CloudWatch Event
rules to send the findings to ticketing, chat, Security Information and Event Management (SIEM),
Security Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR), and incident management tools or to
custom remediation playbooks. Get started with AWS Security Hub in just a few clicks in the
Management Console and once enabled, Security Hub will begin aggregating and prioritizing findings
and conducting security checks.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/K7V5kNBjGCI
How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about Amazon Security Hub (optional for pre-read)

Amazon Inspector
Amazon Inspector is an automated security assessment service that helps improve the security and
compliance of applications deployed on AWS. Amazon Inspector automatically assesses applications
for exposure, vulnerabilities, and deviations from best practices. After performing an assessment,
Amazon Inspector produces a detailed list of security findings prioritized by level of severity. These
findings can be reviewed directly or as part of detailed assessment reports which are available via the
Amazon Inspector console or API.
Amazon Inspector security assessments help you check for unintended network accessibility of your
Amazon EC2 instances and for vulnerabilities on those EC2 instances. Amazon Inspector
assessments are offered to you as pre-defined rules packages mapped to common security best
practices and vulnerability definitions. Examples of built-in rules include checking for access to your
EC2 instances from the internet, remote root login being enabled, or vulnerable software versions
installed. These rules are regularly updated by AWS security researchers.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/xxvrmBPbNPs
Follow this page for more documentation about Amazon Inspector (optional for pre-read).
Infrastructure and Data Protection
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) lets you provision a logically isolated section of the AWS
Cloud where you can launch AWS resources in a virtual network that you define. You have complete
control over your virtual networking environment, including selection of your own IP address range,
creation of subnets, and configuration of route tables and network gateways. You can use both IPv4
and IPv6 in your VPC for secure and easy access to resources and applications.
You can easily customize the network configuration of your Amazon VPC. For example, you can
create a public-facing subnet for your web servers that have access to the internet. You can also
place your backend systems, such as databases or application servers, in a private-facing subnet with
no internet access. You can use multiple layers of security, including security groups and network
access control lists, to help control access to Amazon EC2 instances in each subnet.
Check YouTube video here: https://youtu.be/jZAvKgqlrjY
Follow this page for more documentation about Amazon VPC (optional for pre-read)
AWS Shield
AWS Shield is a managed Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) protection service that safeguards
applications running on AWS. AWS Shield provides always-on detection and automatic inline
mitigations that minimize application downtime and latency, so there is no need to engage AWS
Support to benefit from DDoS protection. There are two tiers of AWS Shield - Standard and Advanced.
AWS Shield Standard defends against most common, frequently occurring network and transport
layer DDoS attacks that target your web site or applications. When you use AWS Shield Standard
with Amazon CloudFront and Amazon Route 53, you receive comprehensive availability protection
against all known infrastructure (Layer 3 and 4) attacks.
For higher levels of protection against attacks targeting your applications running on Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2), Elastic Load Balancing (ELB), Amazon CloudFront, AWS Global Accelerator and
Amazon Route 53 resources, you can subscribe to AWS Shield Advanced. In addition to the network
and transport layer protections that come with Standard, AWS Shield Advanced provides additional
detection and mitigation against large and sophisticated DDoS attacks, near real-time visibility into
attacks, and integration with AWS WAF, a web application firewall. AWS Shield Advanced also gives
you 24x7 access to the AWS DDoS Response Team (DRT) and protection against DDoS related spikes

in your Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Elastic Load Balancing (ELB), Amazon CloudFront, AWS
Global Accelerator and Amazon Route 53 charges.
Follow this page for more documentation about AWS Shield (optional for pre-read)
AWS WAF - Web Application Firewall
AWS WAF is a web application firewall that helps protect your web applications or APIs against
common web exploits that may affect availability, compromise security, or consume excessive
resources. AWS WAF gives you control over how traffic reaches your applications by enabling you to
create security rules that block common attack patterns, such as SQL injection or cross-site scripting,
and rules that filter out specific traffic patterns you define. You can get started quickly using Managed
Rules for AWS WAF, a pre-configured set of rules managed by AWS or AWS Marketplace Sellers. The
Managed Rules for WAF address issues like the OWASP Top 10 security risks. These rules are
regularly updated as new issues emerge. AWS WAF includes a full-featured API that you can use to
automate the creation, deployment, and maintenance of security rules.
You can deploy AWS WAF on Amazon CloudFront as part of your CDN solution, the Application Load
Balancer that fronts your web servers or origin servers running on EC2, Amazon API Gateway for your
REST APIs, or AWS AppSync for your GraphQL APIs.
How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about AWS WAF (optional for pre-read)
Amazon Macie
Amazon Macie is a fully managed data security and data privacy service that uses machine learning
and pattern matching to discover and protect your sensitive data in AWS.
As organizations manage growing volumes of data, identifying and protecting their sensitive data at
scale can become increasingly complex, expensive, and time-consuming. Amazon Macie automates
the discovery of sensitive data at scale and lowers the cost of protecting your data. Macie
automatically provides an inventory of Amazon S3 buckets including a list of unencrypted buckets,
publicly accessible buckets, and buckets shared with AWS accounts outside those you have defined
in AWS Organizations. Then, Macie applies machine learning and pattern matching techniques to the
buckets you select to identify and alert you to sensitive data, such as personally identifiable
information (PII). Macie’s alerts, or findings, can be searched and filtered in the AWS Management
Console and sent to Amazon EventBridge, formerly called Amazon CloudWatch Events, for easy
integration with existing workflow or event management systems, or to be used in combination with
AWS services, such as AWS Step Functions to take automated remediation actions. This can help you
meet regulations, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and
General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR).

How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about Amazon Macie (optional for pre-read)
AWS Key Management Service (KMS)
AWS Key Management Service (KMS) makes it easy for you to create and manage cryptographic keys
and control their use across a wide range of AWS services and in your applications. AWS KMS is a
secure and resilient service that uses hardware security modules that have been validated under FIPS
140-2, or are in the process of being validated, to protect your keys. AWS KMS is integrated with AWS
CloudTrail to provide you with logs of all key usage to help meet your regulatory and compliance
needs.
Follow this page for more documentation about AWS KMS (optional for pre-read)
AWS Secrets Manager
AWS Secrets Manager helps you protect secrets needed to access your applications, services, and IT
resources. The service enables you to easily rotate, manage, and retrieve database credentials, API
keys, and other secrets throughout their lifecycle. Users and applications retrieve secrets with a call to
Secrets Manager APIs, eliminating the need to hardcode sensitive information in plain text. Secrets
Manager offers secret rotation with built-in integration for Amazon RDS, Amazon Redshift, and
Amazon DocumentDB. Also, the service is extensible to other types of secrets, including API keys and
OAuth tokens. In addition, Secrets Manager enables you to control access to secrets using finegrained permissions and audit secret rotation centrally for resources in the AWS Cloud, third-party
services, and on-premises.
Follow this page for more documentation about AWS Secrets Manager (optional for pre-read)
Incident Response
Amazon Detective
Amazon Detective makes it easy to analyze, investigate, and quickly identify the root cause of
potential security issues or suspicious activities. Amazon Detective automatically collects log data
from your AWS resources and uses machine learning, statistical analysis, and graph theory to build a
linked set of data that enables you to easily conduct faster and more efficient security investigations.
AWS security services like Amazon GuardDuty, Amazon Macie, and AWS Security Hub as well as
partner security products can be used to identify potential security issues, or findings. These services
are really helpful in alerting you when something is wrong and pointing out where to go to fix it. But
sometimes there might be a security finding where you need to dig a lot deeper and analyze more
information to isolate the root cause and take action. Determining the root cause of security findings

can be a complex process that often involves collecting and combining logs from many separate data
sources, using extract, transform, and load (ETL) tools or custom scripting to organize the data, and
then security analysts having to analyze the data and conduct lengthy investigations.
Amazon Detective simplifies this process by enabling your security teams to easily investigate and
quickly get to the root cause of a finding. Amazon Detective can analyze trillions of events from
multiple data sources such as Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) Flow Logs, AWS CloudTrail, and Amazon
GuardDuty, and automatically creates a unified, interactive view of your resources, users, and the
interactions between them over time. With this unified view, you can visualize all the details and
context in one place to identify the underlying reasons for the findings, drill down into relevant
historical activities, and quickly determine the root cause.
How it works

Follow this page for more documentation about Amazon Detective (optional for pre-read)
AWS Config Rules
Use AWS Config to evaluate the configuration settings of your AWS resources. You do this by creating
AWS Config rules, which represent your ideal configuration settings. AWS Config provides
customizable, predefined rules called managed rules to help you get started. You can also create your
own custom rules. While AWS Config continuously tracks the configuration changes that occur
among your resources, it checks whether these changes violate any of the conditions in your rules. If
a resource violates a rule, AWS Config flags the resource and the rule as noncompliant.
Follow this page for more documentation about AWS Config Rules (optional for pre-read)

Disclaimer: Neither ISACA (or) ISACA Chennai does not endorse the content of this pre-read material.
This pre-read material is put together for better aiding the workshop participants. This pre-read
document aimed to provide with basic information about the various AWS Security Services and
concepts. The content of this material has been extracted from the AWS documentation portal. The
content may not be relevant time-to-time as the AWS documentation portal undergoes several
updates.

